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Additive n°1 to the Sporting and Technical Regulation 

 
In order to integrate the crew of car # 84 (drivers with reduced mobility) as accurately as 
possible, the competitor will be allowed to refuel his car with an autonomous fuel rig. 
The following rules must be respected: 

a) Any electrical installation located within 3 meters of the fuel tank and fuel lines 
must be flameproof. 

b) Heating and / or cooling systems may not be used to affect the temperature of 
the fuel when the fuel is stored or in the stand-alone tank. 

c) It is forbidden to fill the fuel tank while the car is in the working area. 
d) When refueling, the car must be grounded on its tires and connected to the 

ground of the tank via a cable clamp. 
e) When refueling, the bodywork, near the fuel coupler of the car, must not be 

removed. 
f) It is forbidden to move the refueling tower to facilitate refueling operations 

during the stop of the car. 
g) The fuel tank must remain at atmospheric pressure and at ambient temperature. 
h) At pit stop’s end, the fuel contained in the degassing pipe must be poured into an 

empty metal container with a maximum capacity of 6 liters and equipped with a 
coupler for filling. 

i) Laptops are prohibited on the working area during refueling 
j) The self contained fuel tank shall be in accordance with drawing 252-7 of item 257 

A of Appendix J (2019) and the description of item 257 A section 6 of Schedule J. 
In addition to Art. 257A 2019 Annex J Art. 6.1.2, the tank must have a simple 
cylindrical internal shape and must not contain any additional internal parts that 
may improve the flow. The tolerance on the flatness of the bottom must be less 
than 3 mm inside the tank. The connectors and couplers must remain as supplied 
by the suppliers. The diameter of the restrictor must be limited to 34mm. 
 

The persons in charge of the refuelling, degassing, fire extinguisher and safety valve must 
wear the following FIA approved equipment: 
• FIA approved fireproof overall 
• FIA approved fireproof gloves 
• FIA approved fireproof balaclava 
• FIA approved fireproof long underwear (shirt, pants and socks) 
• FIA approved fireproof footwear 
• unpainted FIA approved full face helmet with closed visor (the visor can only be opened 
before the arrival of the car in the pit lane) 
The presence of these 4 attendants is mandatory for the duration of refueling except, 
possibly, the person in charge of degassing if he is not necessary to refuel the car. 
Any other operator will have to wear the following equipment: 
• FIA approved flame retardant suit 
• FIA approved fireproof gloves 
• FIA approved fireproof balaclava 
• FIA approved fireproof long underwear (shirt, pants and socks) 
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• FIA approved fireproof footwear 
• fireproof goggles 
 
Apart from refueling operations only and in exceptional circumstances, a mechanic may 
remove his fireproof gloves approved by the FIA if it’s absolutely necessary. 
 
The engine must be stopped before any intervention. 
 
During a "complete" pit stop (refueling gasoline + change wheels or other), it must 
imperatively start with refueling gasoline. The rest of the interventions can begin only when 
refueling is complete (coupler disconnected from the car). The change of pilot can begin as 
soon as the car and the engine are stopped. 
 
Any breach of at least one of these rules may involve a penalty to the discretion of the 
stewards. 
 
The crew will benefit from a Minimum Pit-stop Time different compare to the other 
competitors in order to take into account the specificities of their stopping (short refueling  
but long driver change). This Minimum Pit-stop Time will be respected 3 times in the race 
regardless of the work that will be done at the pit stop. It will be determined, taking into 
account driving time at a speed of 60Km / h in the pit lane from the pit lane entry loop to the 
pit lane exit loop and the standard time calculated to stop, restart, change of tires and driver 
as well as the time required for cars using gas pumps to refuel. 
 
Example: 
For a lambda competitor -> minimum stop time = 25s pit-lane + 5s stop / start + 50s pilot 
change = 80s i.e. 1min20s 
Refueling time for 90L with the pump if flow 50L / min : 15s stop / start and crossing of the refueling 
zone + 108s refueling = 123s or 2min3s 
 
For crew # 84 -> minimum stopping time = 80s + 123s - 3s (clearing time at 60km / h from the pit-
lane between the supply zone entry loop until the end limit 60km / h , 50m in this example) = 200s or 
3min20s for a complete stop 
 
To give this crew the same strategic opportunities as the other competitors, it will have the 
opportunity to make each of its 3 stops in 2 stages : 
- A short stop (of 1min20s if we take the values of our example) during which it will only be allowed 
to perform refueling. Cleaning operations (windshields, radiators, etc.) will still be allowed 
- A long stop (2min30s if we take the values of our example) during which it will only be allowed to 
make driver and tires changes and any additional operation authorized by the regulations. Refueling 
is prohibited during this stop (unless the team decides to respect the minimum time of a complete 
pit-stop). 
 
At the latest, for the last compulsory pit stop, the car must cross the pit entry line before 3h44 
minutes and 59.999 seconds of the elapsed time of the race. The crew must have respected either 3 
stops respecting the minimum stopping time specific to the crew, either 3 short stops and 3 long 
stops, or a combination of stops respecting the complete minimum time and short + long stops. 
If we consider: 
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1 complete stop respecting the minimum stopping time = 3 points 
1 short stop = 1 point 
1 long stop = 2 points 
 The sum of the points of the combination of the stops made in this period must be greater 

than or equal to 9. In the case where this sum is less than 9, the car will be notified a penalty 
of STOP & GO + time missing from the "minimum standstill time" of each stop rounded up to 
the next higher second. 
The car will have no additional penalty to respect for the crew balance. 

 
 
All the rules of the Sporting and Technical Regulations which do not conflict with this additive must 
be respected. For 6 hour races, an addendum to this additive will be published. 


